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A luminescent spectrometer was used to measure the energy and absolute intensities of 
gamma rays emitted by Co 5\ Rh 10\ 1127 , Sm 149 , Au 197 and Hg 199 nuclei capturing thermal 
neutrons. It is shown that the detected gamma lines which lie in the 50 - 500 kev energy 
range can be ascribed to transitions from the lowest excited states of the investigated 
nuclei. 

D DRING THE LAST FEW YEARS many investiga-
tions were made of gamma rays emitted by nu

clei in the capture of thermal neutrons. Particularly 
valuable measurements were made with magnetic 
spectrometers by two independent groups of scien
tists in the U.S.S.R. 1 and Canada2• Both groups ob
tained similar results. However, the softest gamma 
rays emitted in the (n, y) reaction have not been 
studied extensively. The energy data for soft-gam
ma lines given by previous experimenters3- 5 require 
remeasurement; the intensity of the soft gamma 
quanta have not been determined. 

In the present work a single crystal luminescent 

spectrometer was used to measure the energy and 
the absolute yields of gamma quanta in the energy 
interval of 50-500 kev, emitted by nuclei in the 
capture of thermal neutrons. Several preliminary 
results have been reported previousl y 6• 

1. EXPERIMENTAL GEOMETRY AND 

LUMINESCENT SPECTROMETER 

An experimental physical heavy water reactor 7 

was used as a neutron source. A neutron collimator 
consisting of thick layers of B4C and Ph was placed 
in a horizontal channel within the reactor shield. 
A 12 em thick Bi shield to prevent the gamma rays 
from the reactor from entering the collimation chan
nel was affixed close to the reactor vessel. The in
tensity of the collimated beam of thermal neutrons 
brought out of the reactor was "' 10 7 neutrons/ cm2 

sec. 
The geometry of the experiment is shown in Fig. 

l. In most of the experiments target l had the shape 
of an ellipse with semiaxes a = 18 mm and b = 10 
mm. It was placed on an aluminum stand at an 
angle a relative to the neutron beam. The target 

was placed above a duct 3 in the lead which was 
used as a collimator of gamma rays (the length of 
the duct was 75 mm and its diameter lO and 15 mm). 
To protect the N al (Tl) crystal 4 from thermal neu
trons scattered from the target, the opening aperture 
of the gamma ray collimator was covered by 3 4 C 2 
0.3 g/cm2 thick. In the experiments with Co, Rh and 
Au metallic targets were used. In the studies of 
powdered materials, such material was contained 
within aluminum foil .07 mm thick. The aluminum 
foil did not emit an observable intensity of gamma 
rays when placed in the neutron beam. 

~ [:i;Ni:iJ 1>'.·,·1 
Concrete B4 C 

~ 
Lead 

FIG" l. Diagram of the apparatus: 1 -target, 2 - B4 C 
shield, 3- y-ray collimationchannel,4- N ai (Tl) crystal, 
5 - lead filter. 

The luminescent spectrometer employed a type S 
photoelectric multiplier and a N al(Tl) crystal of 
cylindrical shape 9 mm thick and 28 mm in diameter. 
The crystal was packed in a reflector made of MgO. 
The pulses from the photo multiplier tube had an am
plitude 0.5 V and were amplified to 100 V and ana

lyzed by a single channel amplitude analyzer with 
dead time of 3f.Lsec. 
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The spectrometer characteristics (resolution, the 
line shape and the absolute efficiency) were stud· 
ied as a function of y- quanta energy by measure
ments on Mo9 \ Hg 203 , B 10 (n, a) LF*, Cu 6\ Cs137 , 

and Zn65 • The geometry of these measurements was 
similar to that in measurements of the energy and 
intensity of y-rays in the (n, y) reaction. The de
pendence of the resolution. of the spectrometer ry on 
the energy of the y-rays E y is shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3 shows the spectrum of pulses from y-rays 
emitted in the B 10 (n, a) Li 7 * reaction (the target 
in the neutron beam was made of B4C). A photo
peak for y-rays at 482 kev (peak 1) is particularly 
clearly evident. This peak corresponds to the max
imum energy distribution of Compton electrons, 
while peaks 2 originates in the apparatus and are 
due to y-rays passing through the Nal (Tl) crystal 
and scattered back in the apparatus. Peak 3 is due 
to the characteristic emission of lead and thus also 
due to the apparatus. Analogous spectra were ob
tained with other sources of y-rays, but the position 
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FIG. 2. Dependence of spectrometer resolving power 

ry (in %) on the energy of the y-rays (Ey is in kev). 

and the relative height of the peaks I, 2, 3 and 
also of the photopeak were substantially dependent 
on the y-ray energy. Graphs prepared from the ex
perimental data allowed determination of the remain-

ing part of the spectra from the position of the pho
topeak. As a result it turned out to be possible to 
interpret the complex spectrum of _pulses generated 
by the y-rays, by separating parts of the spectra re
lated to individual gamma lines. The area of the 
photopeak SP was determined most accurately. By a 
photopeak in a spectrum of monochromatic y-rays we 
understand a peak whose position corresponds to 
pulses of maximum amplitude (cf Fig. 3). 
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FIG. 3. Gamma ray spectrum for reaction B 10 (n, a) Li 7 * 

We introduce the absolute efficiency 8p of the 
spectrometer for photopeaks: 

(l) 

where fl is the absorption coefficient of y -rays in 

the crystal Nal (Tl), x is the thickness of the crys
tal, st is the total area of the spectrum of pulses, 
St == SP + Sc + Sem (SP is the area of the photopeak, 
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Sc is the area of the Compton distribution, and Sem 
is the area of the peak due to the emission of 
iodine X-rays from Nal (Tl) crystal). The experimen
tal values of the ratio SP/51 were found as func
tions of the energy of the y-rays (Curve 2, Fig. 4). 
For the sake of comparison, Curve 1 shows the en
ergy dependence of the ratio ap/(aP +a c) for the 
Nal crystal (ap and a c are the cross-sections of 
photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering of 
they-rays). The discrepancy between Curves 1 
and 2 is explained by absorption of the secondary 
y emission in the Nal crystal, which is due to the 

Compton scattering in the crystal. For y-rays of 
energy Ey < 100 kev one notices the effect of the 

emission of X-rays from the crystal. The efficiency 
of the spectrometer 8P (Curve 3, Fig. 4) is deter
mined from Eq. (1) taking into account the experi
mental Curve 2. The spectrometer is only slightly 
sensitive to hardy-rays and it can be used for 
measurements of soft y -rays of E y < 500 kev even 
in the presence of the harder y-lines. 
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FIG. 4. Spectrometer efficiency as a function of the 
y-quanta energy. 1 - dependence of the ratio ap/ap + ac 
on Ey; 2- the experimental values of the ratio 
SP/5101 ; 3- sp. 

2. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT OF y-SPECTRA 

The spectrum of pulses observed in the presence 
of a target in the neutron beam was measured with 
an open beam of neutrons (N0 ) and with beam cov
ered at the exit of neutron collimator (Fig. l) by a 

layer of B4C 0.3 g/ cm2 thick (N1). The foil of B4 C 

absorbed thermal neutrons but did not change the 
flux of fast neutrons andy-quanta. N1 did not de
pend on the presence of the target. The effect of 
thermal neutrons corresponds to the difference in the 
readings N == N0 - N1 • In the absence of a target, 
N was very small. In the great majority of experi-

ments with a target, the integral count did not ex
ceed 2,500 pulse/sec with N1 "'100 pulse/sec. 
When the beam of neutrons was obstructed by a thick 
layer of B4C which absorbed both thermal and fast 
neutrons, the counting rate dropped to 300 pulse/sec. 

Thin targets were used during the experiments 
since in measurements carried out with thick tar

gets, the photopeaks were considerably wider due to 
the Compton scattering of the y-quanta in the target. 
In several cases the photopeaks were somewhat 
wider because of slight instability of the spectro
meter. As an example of the distribution of pulses 
in the counts of N0 and N1 , the results of measure
ments with Co20 3 target are shown in Fig. 5. Curve 1 
shows the spectrum of pulses with an open beam of 
neutrons (N0 ), Curve 2 shows the results with the 
same neutron beam hut shielded with a B4 C foil (N1), 

Curve 3 shows the net effect of the thermal neutrons 

(N). The spectrum of pulses measured in the open 
beam of neutrons shows peaks at 40-60 and 140 kev 
and a slight rise at 480 kev due to the emission 
from the boron shield of the spectrometer. The 
presence of peaks in Curve 2 makes it somewhat 

difficult to detect the low-intensity y-lines in the 
regions of these peaks. The maximum at 140 kev is 
interpreted as absorption of neutrons in the Nai(Tl) 
crystal [y-rays of the I(n, y) reaction 6]. The 
smeared out maximum at 450 to 550 kev, seen in 
Fig. 5 in the spectrum of y-rays from neutron cap
ture by the target nuclei is primarily due to y-emis
sion from the boron shield and annihilation emission. 

The target both absorbed thermal neutrons and 
scattered them. In a control experiment, it was 
shown that in measurements carried out with B4 C in 
the y-ray collimator (2 in Fig. l) the correction for 
neutrons scattered by thin targets used in this 
work was negligible in comparison with the effect of 
thermal neutrons captured in the target. 

Photopeaks of soft y-lines appeared on a "base" 
of pulses caused by hardy-quanta. This fact lim
ited -the acc~acy in the determination of the area 
of the photopeak in an effort to measure the abso
lute number of the y- quanta. To decrease the 
above-mentioned "base" and to separate more clearly 
the apparatus peaks and photopeak from y-quanta 
emitted from the target, measurements with lead 
filters 0.532- 2.55 g/cm2 thick were carried out. 
The filters were placed in the y-ray collimator. 
Fig. 6 shows the results of such measurements 
with Sm. Curve 1 represents the pulse distribution 
in the measurement without a lead filter, while 
Curve 2 shows the measurements with a 2.02 g/cm2 
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covered by B4C (N1), 3 -effect of thermal neutrons N = N0 - N1• 
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lead filter. The areas of the photopeaks due to 

the 442 and 338 kev y- quanta decrease in the meas
urements with lead filters, corresponding to absorp
tion of the y-rays emitted by the target. Peaks 2 
and 3 do not disappear in the measurements carried 
out with a filter and therefore cannot be interpreted 
as photopeaks due to soft y- quanta from the target, 
but appear to be due to the apparatus. Thus, peak 
3 is caused by the X-rays from the spectrometer 
lead shield (cf. also Fig. 3) and peak 2 is caused 
hy the y-rays from the I (n, y) reaction within the 
Nai(Tl) crystal. The origin of the peaks 1 and 4 
will be discussed below (Sec. 3, Samarium). In re
ducing the results of the measurements, the pulse 
spectra of y-rays absorbed in the lead filters were 
utilized (Curve 3). 

Measurement of the area of the photopeak Sp 
alone is not sufficient to determine the number of 
y-quanta emitted in the capture of neutrons by the 
target. To determine this quantity it is necessary 
to know the solid angle subtended by the target at 
the Nai(Tl) crystal and the neutron flux. Independ
ent determinations of these quantities would serve 
as a source of additional errors. In an effort to ob
viate such errors in the present work, the area of 
the sought photopeaks si was compared with the 

p 
area of the photope ak due to the 482 kev y- quanta 
s~ which was determined in measurements with a 
B 4C target in an identical manner as with the tar
get made of the studied material. The B4C target 
was placed in the beam of thermal neutrons in 
place of the target prepared from the investigated 
isotope and its thickness was such that the absorp
tion of thermal neutrons was almost complete. Then 

(2) 

In Eq. (2) n yi is the unknown number of y- quanta 
emitted per single captured neutron, n4821 is the 
same number for B10 (n, a) Li'* (n482 = • 93), ki and 
k482 are correction factors for the absorption of 
y- quanta in the path from the target to the N al (Tl) 
crystal. The quantity aC!apt pN0 I A is the probabili
ty of the neutron capture hy the target nuclei 
(a is the neutron capture cross-section, p is the 

capt , _ 
mass of the target, L is the Avogadro s number, 
and A is the molecular weight). The factor x takes 
into account the absorption of neutrons and y-quan
ta in a target of thickness l: 

X= 

1- exp {- (fLn + fLy tan a) /;sin a} 

(fLn + fLytlma) 1/sin a 
(3) 

where f-1 n and f-1 y are the absorption coefficients of 
neutrons and y- quanta, and a is the angle at which 
the target is oriented relative to the direction of 
neutron beam (Fig. l). In the calculations of x, 
the values of f-ly were taken from the work of 
Davisson and Evans8 . 

3. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS 

Cobalt 

In the measurements on cobalt the target was 
prepared of powdered cobalt oxide (6.94 g) and met
al (2. 21 g). The powdered cobalt oxide was packed 
in a cylindrical case made of aluminum foil. The 
metallic target had an elliptical shape. From the 
known contents of impurities in the targets it was 
concluded that the y-rays due to neutron capture in 
the target are practically entirely due to capture by 
Co59 • In the pulse spectrum from the Co20 3 target 
(Fig. 5) there are two not fully resolved peaks of 
energies 226 ± 4 and 276 ± 4 kev, which are inter
preted as photopeaks due to y- quanta of the same 
energies. The possibility of the presence of peaks 
due to y-rays from cobalt with the intensity of the 
order of several percent in the 450-550 kev energy 
range cannot be excluded. The small peak at 120 
kev was shown by additional experiments on ab
sorption of y-rays in lead filters to originate in the 
apparatus. Four independent series of measurements 
were carried out on the y-ray spectra of cobalt ab
sorbed by lead filter 2.02 g/cm2 thick: two with a 
cobalt oxide target and two with a metallic target. 
These measurements were combined with the meas
urements of the area of the photopeak from a B4C 
target. The resultant intensities of the y-lines were 
found to be n226 = (23 ± 4)% and n276 = (23 ± 4)%. 
The effective cross-section for capture of thermal 
neutrons in cobalt was taken to be 35.4 barns. 

The values of they-transition energies obtained 
in the present work are close to the results of 
Hamermesh and Hummel 3 (220 kev) and agree with 
the results of Reier and Shamos4 (237 and 289 kev). 
In these experiments the y-rays from the Co (n, y) 
reaction were measured by luminescent spectrome
ters. From measurements of hard y-rays of the 
Co (n, y) reaction 9 and the energies of proton 
groups in the Co (d, p) reaction 10 the energies of the 
excited levels of Co60 nucleus were determined and 
found to be in good agreement with each other. The 
lowest of these energies are shown in Fig. 7 to
gether with the y-transitions whose energies are 
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FIG. 7. Lowest energy levels of Co60 • 

close to the energies of the y lines measured in our 
experiment. It is possible to have either a combina
tion of the shown transitions with transitions be
tween several high-energy levels of the excited nu
cleus with various relative intensities, or their in
dividual combinations. The case of a cascade tran
sition containing only one of the pair of y-rays of 
energies 280 and 220-230 kev is highly unlikely. 
Indeed, for n226 = n276 the transitions of cascades 
from higher levels to the intermediate levels would 
have to be considered in this case as forbidden 
without any reasons for such an assumption. Be
cause of the comparatively high intensity of the 
y-lines observed by us, it is most probable that the 
transitions corresponding to these lines take place 
between the lowest levels of Co60 , i.e., from the 
200 kev level to the ground and isomeric levels, and 
that the remaining possible transitions of similar en
ergies introduce only a small contribution to the in
tensities n226 and n276 (such an assumption is not in 
a contradiction with the values of the activation 
cross sections for the ground and isomeric states 
of Co60). In this case it is possible to make sev

eral assumptions about the characteristics of the 
280 kev energy level. In consequence of the equal
ity of transition probabilities from the 280 kev en
ergy level to the isomeric and ground levels, it is 
possible to assume that the angular momentum of the 
280 kev level is equal to either 3 or 4, since the 
characteristics of the ground and isomeric levels 
are 5 + and 2+, respectively 11. A comparison of the 
data reported previously9 • 10 results in the conclu
sion that there are no transitions from the initial 
state of Co60 (which is formed after the capture of 
thermal neutrons by Co59 ) to the isomeric level. 
This fact shows that the initial state of Co60 has a 
characteristic 4- and not 3- (the ground state of 
Co59 has a characteristic 7 /2-).12 The transitions 
from the initial state of Co60 to the ground state 
and to the 280 kev energy level have approximate
ly the same intensity, namely 3 and 4% respective
ly 9 • Since the transition to the ground state is E 1, 
then the transition to the 280 kev energy level 

should also be £1, i.e., the parity of this level is 
positive. From the two possible values of the an
gular momentum for the 280 kev energy level the 
most preferred value is I= 3. In this case the tran
sition to the isomeric level with lower energy 
should be M I and the higher energy transition to 
the ground state should be £2. 

Rhodium 

A metallic plate of elliptical shape 0.1 mm thick 
and weighing 0.669 grams was used as a target for 
experiments on rhodium. Rhodium has one stable 
isotope Rh103 , so that the y -rays of the radiative 
neutron capture belong to Rh104 • In this experiment 
the energy range up to 300 kev was studied in de
tail. Fig. 8 shows the pulse spectrum of y-rays ab
sorbed by a 1.01 g/cm2 lead filter. The separation 
of this spectrum into the individual components, 
shown in the figure by dotted lines made possible 
a determination of the areas of those photopeaks 
for which the experiments on absorption of y-rays 

reliably show their origin to be in the target. An 
analogous technique was used for the pulse spec
trum of y -rays absorbed by a 0.532 g/ cin2 filter. 
The energies and absolute inteqsities of y -lines 
were found to be: E 1 = 96 ± 3, £ 2 = 133 ± 3, 
E3 = 176 ± 3, £ 4 = 217 ± 4 kev and similarly 
nl = 17%, n2 .::; 8%, n3 = 19%, n4 = 9%. The effec
tive cross-section for capture of thermal neutrons 
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in rhodium was taken to he 150 barns. The errors in 
the determination of n1 - n4 are 15 to 20%. For the 
133 kev line only the upper limit of intensity is 
shown since in that energy range there is a hack
ground peak (Fig. 5), which is not entirely elimi
nated in the difference of readings with open and 
closed neutron beams. The energy peak at 45 kev 
did not disappear in measurements with lead filters 
and consequently was due to the equipment. 

It was observed previously6 that the 80 and 160 
kev y- quanta discovered by Hamermesh and Hummel 3 

in the y-ray spectrum of radiative capture of neu
trons in rhodium apparently correspond to the most 
intense y-lines measured in the present work. The 
measurements of the hard y-rays in the llh (n, y) 
reaction carried out previously 13 permit determina
tions of the energies of the lower levels of the Rh104 nu
cleus. The characteristics of the ground and the 
first two excited levels are determined from the 
{3-decay of Rh104 14. It should he noted that only 
foro-, the characteristics of the initial state of 
Rh10\ produced by absorption of thermal neutrons 
by fth103 , and 2+ of the first excited level, is it pos
sible to explain the absence of transitions from the 
initial level to the first excited level 1 ~. The prin
ciples which were used in Ref. 13 to assume I = 1 
for the ground state should be reevaluated. 

The energies of y-lines found in this work do 
not fit directly into the energy level scheme con-

d f h d f . . 13 14 structe rom t e at a o previOus exp enments ' 
(Fig. 9, solid lines). If the presence of an addi
tional 230 kev level is assumed, then these y-lines 
are distributed in the scheme as shown by the dot
ted line in Fig. 9. In this case, however, there is 
a discrepancy between the intensity of the 96 kev 
y-transition to the isomeric level ( 17 ±3)% and the 
proh ability of activation of the 4.3 minute isomer 
llh104 (8 ± 3)%. This discrepancy exceeds the ex
perimental error. Furthermore, it is difficult to re
concile the approximately equal intensities of the 
96 and 176 kev y-lines with the values of the radi
ative transition probabilities for the values of the 
angular momenta and parities of the first and the 
second excited levels of Rh104 shown in Fig. 9. At 
the most suitable characteristics of the introduced 
level (3-), transitions with these energies will he 
E2 and M2, respectively. The ratio of the transi
tion probabilities calculated by the Weisskopf 
formula 15 is approximately 5. A satisfactory 
arrangement of the energies of the observed y-lines 
in the energy level scheme of Rh104 can he accom
plished by introducing two additional levels. How-

ever, the possible energies of these levels cannot 
he determined uniquely. 
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FIG. 9. Energy levels of Rh 104 , 

Iodine 

A target of powdered iodine (3.96 g) was used. 
The y-ray pulse spectrum of the I 127 (n, y) I 128 reac
tion showed an intense 135 ± 3 kev y-line 6 • Exist
ence of low-intensity y-lines in the 235 kev energy 
range is possihle4 • The discrepancy with the data 
of Reier and Shamos 4 can apparently be explained 
by the fact that no shielding of the Nai(Tl) crystal 
from neutrons scattered by the target was used in 
the luminescent spectrometer. It is important to 
note that the scattering cross section of neutrons 
by iodine is approximately equal to the capture 
cross-section. In the measurements with any target 
carried out without B4C in the y-ray collimator (2 

in Fig. l) peaks at energies 85, 135 and 255 kev 
were observed. It is probable that for this reason 
the y-quanta of 135 kev energy were attributed by 
the authors of the above work to background noise 
while the 80 kev peak they attributed erroneously 
to y-rays from the I (n, y) reaction. 

From twelve distinct series of measurements, 
which included six measurements of y-ray spectra 
using a lead filter, the intensity of 135-kev y-lines 
was determined with an accuracy of 15%. This in
tensity is n = 32% per single captured neutron. The 
capture cross section in iodine was taken to he 
6. 7 barns. The absence of other intense y-lines in 
the energy range up to 600 kev and the great inten
sity of y-quanta of energy 135 kev shows that these 
y-quanta are indeed connected with a transition 
from the first excited level of I 128 to the ground 
state. 

Samarium 

The target in the experiments on samarium was 
powdered Sm20 3 (76.5 mg), packed in an aluminum 
foil case in the shape of a disk 10 mm in diameter. 
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The spectrum of pulses from the samarium target is 
shown in Fig. 6. Two well resolved peaks of 

y-quanta at energies 442 ± 5 and 338 ± 4 kev are 
clearly visible in the pulse spectrum of y-rays ab
sorbed by a lead filter (Curve 3). A smaller maxi
mum appearing as a decrease in peak 1 in measure
ments with a lead filter was interpreted as the max
imum of the Compton distribution of electrons from 
y- quanta of 338 kev energy. The origin of peaks 2 
and 3 was discussed in Sec. 2. The energy of 
peak 4 corresponds to the X-ray emission from Sm 
within the experimental accuracy. However, an in
tense peak due to the experimental equipment is ob
served in the spectrum at the same energy and its 
presence makes it impossible to measure the X-ray 
emission of Sm when its intensity is less than 10%. 
Thus, y-line s of observable intensities are absent 
at energies below 300 kev. From the experiments the 
intensities of the observed y-lines were determined 
to he (31, ± 5)% (E y = 442 kev) and 
(70 ± 10)% (E y = 338 kev) per single captured neu
tron. The capture cross section of neutron by the 
Sm149 isotope was taken to he 66,200 harns 17. This 
result depends only very slightly on the error in the 
determination of the cross section since the target 
absorbed almost all the thermal neutrons incident 
on it. The energies of the y-lines are in excellent 
agreement with the data of other authors 5 ' 16 who 
studied the spectra of y-rays in the Sm (n, y) re
action, while the intensity of the y -line at 338 
kev is approximately twice the intensity found 

by Adiasevich et al 16 • The y-lines investigated 
should he attributed to transitions to two lowest ex
cited levels of Sm150 , since the major contribution 
to the cross section for capture of thermal neutrons 
in the existing composition of Samarium isotopes 
is due to Sm149 • The fact that the discussed levels 
appear in the decay of Pm150 18 adds to the likeli
hood of such an assumption. From the relationship 
of the y-line intensities it follows that the first 
excited level of Sm150 is the energy level at 
338 ± 4 kev. This conclusion is in agreement with 
the data of Ref. 18. The second excited level has 
an energy 777 kev 5 ' 19• The low intensity of hard 
y-lines in the spectrum of Sm (n, y) 16 • 19 shows 
that the radiative transition of the Sm150 nucleus 
from the state originating by capture of a thermal 
neutron takes place through cascade y-transitions 
which result with equal probability in a ground 
state or in one of the two above levels of Sm150 • 

The decay scheme of Sm150 proposed previously 16 

thus appears to be incomplete. 

Gold 

The measurements for gold were carried out with 
two metallic targets of pure gold: I- 0.277 g/ cm2 

thick, (1.56 g) and//- 0.554 g/ cm2 thick. Figure 
10 shows the pulse spectrum of y-quanta absorbed 
in a 2.02 g/cm2 lead filter. In this diagram one can 
identify three not fully resolved photopeaks whose 
energies are 252, 210 and 174 kev (target//). The 
accuracy of the energy determination was ± 4 kev. 
In separating the spectrum into the individual com
ponents (the dotted lines of Fig. 10) a small remain
ing contribution in the energy region of about 140 
kev is probably due to the background noise (cf. 
Fig. 5). Table I gives the intensities ny of the ob
served y-lines measured with an accuracy of ± 20%. 
The capture cross section of thermal neutrons was 
taken to be 98 barns 20 • 
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FIG. 10 Spectrum of pulses due to Au (n, y) y-rays ab
sorbed in 2.02 g/cm2 lead filter. 

Besides the photopeaks mentioned above, an 
additional maximum at 66 ± 3 kev is clearly evident 
in Fig. 10. This maximum is also due to the capture 
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of neutrons in gold. The thin target (/) was used in 
the measurements of the intensity of this emission. 
The absorption of y- quanta in the target was deter
mined experimentally. Gold plates were used in
stead of lead filters 5 of Fig. 1 and the absorption 

' was determined from the decrease in the area of the 
pealL In this way the coefficient of y absorption 
66 ± 3 kev y- quanta in Au was determined to he 
p. == 2. 9 ± . 2 cm2 I g. The intensity of the considered 
radiation is shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. Softy-quanta of Au (n, y) reaction 

E in kev 
I 

No. of 'Y- Theoretical values of internal con-
quanta per sin- version coefficient O.J<. in K shell 

gle captured -----=-"--'•"--..-l-------""-'-1--'-------'---
!:2 M1 h12 I neutron % 

------~----~c-----

252 
210 
174 

:!,2 
19 
11 
40 

0.095;) 
0.152 
0.278 

0.447 
0.775 
1.47 

1.66 
3.47 
7.42 

66 

Heier and Shamos4 discovered 248-kev y-lines in 
the spectrum of Au (n, y), which correspond appar
ently to a summary peak composed of the three 
y-lines disclosed in the present work. From an ex
perimental point of view the conclusions of 
Bartholomew and Kinsey 13 that the neutron binding 
energy in Au198 exceeds 6.5 Mev are hardly conclu
sive. A similar doubt has also been expressed pre
viously4. It is more likely, in agreement with 
London and Sailar 21, that the 6.494 ± .008 Mev 
y- quanta are due to direct transition of the nucleus 
into the ground state. Then the lowest excited 
states of Au198 (from the data of Ref. 13) have ex
citation energies 32 ± 20, 184 ± 16, 245 ± 17, 
348 ± 20, 518 ± 20, and 792 ± 20 kev. They-lines 
discovered in the present work can be interpreted 
as due to transitions between the lowest levels of 
Au198 (Fig. 11). At the same time the 210-kev 

f. KeV nr 
2.52 (5) 

f711 (2}) 

2.5 32 J() 

'12 (Z,I) 

0 J 
- (1,.5) 

FIG. 11. Transition scheme for Au 198 • 

y-quanta of energy cannot be considered as due to 
a transition between any one of the above levels, 
while the other two y-quanta can correspond to tran
sitions between somewhat higher levels. In our 
opinion, the transition scheme shown in Fig. 11 is 

the more probable. In our measurements, the 
42-kev y-rays were not observed because of strong 
absorption in the target and the presence of a neigh
boring background peak (cf. Fig. 5). 

The 66 ± 3 kev gamma quanta cannot be recon
ciled with any transition between the lowest excited 
states. This emission was interpreted as X-ray 
emission from Au and due to internal conversion of 
y-quanta in the K shell of the atom. Taking into 
account the K fluorescence from Au ({ == 0.94) 22 we 
find the number of conversions in the K shell to be 
K = 42 ± 6% per captured neutron. It is not possible 
in our work to attribute the X-rays to conversion of a 
soft line that cannot be detected because of its low 
intensity. Such an explanation is impossible since 
one would have to allow a complete conversion of 
such hypothetical line and the Au198 nucleus does 
not have a metastable state. It is most likely that 
the conversion is connected with they-quanta de
tected in this work: K == K252 + K210 + K174 • Table I 
gives the theoretical values of the coefficients aK 

of the internal conversion of y-rays by the K shell 
electrons of Au for dipole and quadrupole transi
tions23. The higher multipoles do not enter be
cause of the long lifetime. The gamma-quanta in
tensity ny found in this work permits the use of aK 

to determine the number K of conversion events in 
the K shell of the atom, which depends on the mul
tipole order of all three y-lines. The multipole 
orders of the y-transitions were so chosen as to 
satisfy the experimental values of K. 

The experimental results exclude the possibility 
that all three transitions are of the E 2 type 
(K == 7.6 ± 1.5) or M2 (K == 161 ± 30). If the 
y -transition of 252 kev energy is attributed to M2, 
and the other two transitions to M1 or £2, then one 
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obtains a satisfactory agreement with the experi
mental data. However, this variant is rather improb
able, since the M2 transitions could not compete 
with M1 and E2 transitions in the above transition 
scheme (Fig. 11). A better agreement with the ex
periment is achieved if all three transitions are as
sumed to be M1 (K = 38 ± 8). The case of two M1 
transitions (one of which should be the transition 
at 174 kev) and one E2 transition is also possible. 
Fig. ll shows (in percent per single captured neu
tron) the total number of transition events from ex
cited states, equal to the sum of probabilities of 
transitions by y-quantum emission (Table I), and of 
the transitions Ly conversion of y-quanta conver
sion of atomic K electrons assuming that the transi
tions are of the M 1 type. 

The Au1" 8 nucleus has negative parity and spin 
I = 3 in the ground state 3 • The excited levels shown 
in Fig. ll should also have negative parity, since 
only M1 or E2 transitions are possible between 
them. According to Ref. 25, the initial state of 
Au108 , produced when Au197 captures a thermal neu
tron, has a spin 1 +. Bartholomew and Kinsey 13 
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showed that the probabilities of transitions from the 
initial state to the particular levels of Au198 consid
ered here are of the same order of magnitude. The 
number of y-transitions from the initial state to the 
state corresponding to a given energy level is shown 
in parentheses of Fig. ll in percent per single cap
tured neutron. The above facts can be brought into 
agreement by an assumption that the lowest excited 
levels have the same spin 3, even though such de
generacy seems unlikely to us. Furthermore, the 
transitions from the initial state to the considered 
levels, including the ground level, will be M2 tran
sitions, which should be suppressed by the E1 and 
M1 transitions. Here it is expedient to reconsider 
the conclusion of Titman and Sheer 25 about the spin 
of the initial state. The results of a later work 20 

disagree with the data used in their work to obtain 
1 + for the spin and parity of the initial state. If the 
initial state of Au198 is 2+, the transitions into the 
considered levels will be E1 and the spins and par
ities of the corresponding states of Au198 will be 
r, 2-, and 3- for small excitation energies. 
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FIG. 12. Spectrum of pulses from y-rays of Hg: 1 - without lead filter; 2 - with 2.02 

g/ cm2 lead filter; 3 - with 0.5 mm lead filter; 4 - emission spectrum absorbed by 0.5 mm 
of lead. 
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Mercury 

The measurements on Hg were carried out using 
a powdered target of HgO ( l. 2 g) packed in disc
shaped aluminum case 20 mm in diameter. The spec
trum obtained with this target (Curve I Fig. 12) 

shows a particularly noticeable photopeak due to 
372 ± 5 kev y-quanta. Peaks corresponding to 
somewhat softer radiation are also apparent. Curve 
2 of Fig. 12 refers to measurements with a 2.02 
g/ cm2 lead filter. From the spectrum of the ra

diation absorbed by the lead filter (difference of 
Curves I and 2) the area of the photopeak was de
termined, and ny = 45 ± 7% per single captured neu
tron was obtained for the intensity of the radiation 
at 372 kev. The capture cross section of thermal 
neutrons was taken to be 380 barns. From a com
parison of Curves I and 3 (the pulse spectrum of 
y-rays which passed through a lead filter 0.5 mm 
thick) it is evident that the 68 ± 3 kev radiation 
originates in the target, while the 45-kev peak 
appears to be due to the experimental apparatus. In 
the lower left-hand corner of Fig 12 is shown a 
spectrum of radiation absorbed by 0.55 mm Ph 
(Curve 4). From this curve, the intensity of the 
68 ± 3 kev radiation was determined to be 
1.4% < ny < 4% per single captured neutron. The 

apparatus peak makes it difficult to establish this 
intensity more accurately. 

The y-quanta observed in these experiments 

should be ascribed to Hg200 since the isotope Hg199 

has the largest thermal neutron capture cross sec
tion of the mercury isotopes. The 372-kev y -quanta 
correspond here to the transition of Hg200 from the 
first excited state to the grotmd state, well 
known 25 from the radioactive decay of Au200 and 
TF"". Gamma quanta of similar energy were de
tected 16 in the study of y-rays emitted after cap
ture of neutrons in Hg, except that our measured 
intensity is greater by approximately a factor of 
two. A similar discrepancy from the above work 16 

has appeared in our data on the intensity of the soft 
line of the Sm(n, y) reaction. 

The 68 ± 3 kev radiation can naturally be inter
preted as mercury X-rays and can be ascribed to 
372 kev y-ray conversion in the K shell of the atom. 
The experimental values of the internal conversion 
coefficient aK in the K shell is between the limits 
0.03 < aK < 0.09. A theoretical value can be found 
within these limits only for £2 transitions 

(aK ""' 0.04) 2 2• Consequently, the first excited state 
of Hg200 should have spin 2 and positive parity in 
agreement with a previous work 26 • 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Table II gives the values of energies Ey and in
tensities ny of the y-lines (number of y -quanta per 
single captured neutron). The absolute intensities 
were determined with an accuracy of 15 ± 20%. 

TABLE II. 

Energy E of 
No. of y-quanta 

Emitting per single cap-

nucleus the y-quan- tured neutron, 

ta in kev ny,% 

coso 226+4 23 
276±4 23 

Rhlo4 96+3 17 
133±3 ~8 
176+3 19 
:m±4 9 

Jl28 

I 
135±3 32 

-~----·~~-~---~~~· 
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to I. M. Frank for his interest in this work, I. S. 
Shapiro for evaluation of the results, A.M. Safronov, 
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Ignition of the High Voltage Discharge 

in Hydrogen at Low Pressures 
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It has been found that the striking voltages for discharges in hydrogen, corresponding to 
the left-hand branch of the Paschen curve, do not obey the similarity rules. 

After an ignition on the left-hand branch of the Paschen curve, the resultant high-voltage 
discharge is characterized by electrode voltage drops which are independent of the current. 
In hydrogen discharges, this constancy of voltage drop is maintained over a very wide range 
of currents, For discharges produced by 4-f1sec voltage pulses, the transition from the high
voltage form to the arc takes place only at currents exceeding 1000 amp. 

I N UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELDS, the striking 

voltage for a discharge satisfies the similarity 

rule; i.e., it is a function of the product pd, where 

p is the pressure and d the distance between elec

trodes. A number of investigations 1• 2 have shown 

noticeable deviations from the similarity rule when 

the electric field at the cathode begins to exceed 

106 v /em, and spontaneous emission of electrons be

gins. This situation may arise either at very high 

gas pressures, on the order of tens of atmospheres, 

where the electrode voltage reaches hundreds of 

kilovolts, or at very small gap widths where even at 

a few hundred volts the field strength at the cathode 

reaches the ahove-mentioned figure. In the work re-


